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Abstract—This work proposes a fault injection methodology
where Hardware Description Language (HDL) code slicing is
exploited to prune fault injection locations, thus enabling more
efficient campaigns for safety mechanisms evaluation. In particular, the dynamic HDL slicing technique provides for a highly
collapsed critical fault list and allows avoiding injections at
redundant locations or time-steps. Experimental results show that
the proposed methodology integrated into commercial tool flow
doubles the simulation speed when comparing to the state-of-theart industrial-grade EDA tool flows.
Index Terms—Fault injection, fault simulation, functional
safety, transient faults, ISO26262, RTL

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the design of ISO26262 [1] compliant chips, designers need to evaluate effectiveness of the design to deal
with random hardware faults. This is usually done by the fault
injection simulations. The goal of a fault injection experiment
is to exercise the system’s fault protection capabilities. Faults
which cause the system to fail in the absence of fault detection
capabilities are defined to be critical. A critical fault, if
undetected in presence of fault processing mechanism, will
result in a failure of the system under test. Using critical faults
to estimate fault coverage eliminates the possibility of fault
injection experiments to produce no errors. Several approaches
to generate the critical fault list to speed up the fault injection
campaigns have been proposed. However, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge this is the first work where dynamic HDL
slicing has been implemented in order to minimize the number
of fault injections. The main contributions proposed by this
work as follows:
• Dynamic slicing on HDL for critical fault list generation.
• Language-agnostic RTL fault injection.
As a result, significant speed-up of the fault injection
simulation is achieved. Experimental results show that the
proposed methodology doubles the simulation speed when
comparing to the state-of-the-art optimizations based on static
cone approach. Only fault model implemented in this paper
is based on single-clock-cycle bit-flip faults within the RTL
registers. This fault model is targeting single Single-EventUpsets (SEUs) in all the flip-flops of the design. The proposed
methodology is demonstrated on Cadence tools but it remains
applicable to other tool flows as well.
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In the majority of the published literature [2], [3] fault
location and fault insertion time are randomly selected as
opposed to the methodology explained in this paper. In addition, previous works [4] have demonstrated that with randomly
selected fault lists the ratio of faults which do not produce
errors may range as low as 2 to 8 per cent, depending
on the system under simulation. Therefore, minimization of
fault injection locations has a potential to reduce the time
of the fault injection campaign significantly while allowing
injection and simulation of a considerably larger number of
relevant faults. Additionally, dynamic slicing technique is used
in [5], [6] for statistical bug localization in RTL. Different
from the works listed above, this paper proposes a dynamic
HDL slicing based technique that implicitly covers the golden
run fault collapsing, thereby significantly speeding up the fault
injection process.
II. P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology is outlined in Fig. 1. We explain
the details of the methodology in the following paragraphs by
using a motivational example depicted in Fig. 2.
Static slice(1) shows the dependency between HDL statements [7]. Static slice column in Fig. 2 shows the HDL
statements which are in static slice of TAR F output. Fig. 2
also implies that, static slice does not depend on clock cycles
(shown as C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5). In this work, Cadence®
JasperGold Formal Verification Platform is used to calculate
backward static slice.
In parallel to static slicing step, the RTL design is simulated
in Cadence® Xcelium™ simulator to dump and analyse coverage data(2). In this step, we dump coverage data for each
clock cycle so that we can find what statements in the RTL are
executed for each clock cycle. In the proposed methodology,
one clock cycle defines the size of our dynamic slice. We use
code coverage which measures how thoroughly a testbench
exercises the lines of HDL code. At the end of this step, we

Fig. 1. Proposed Dynamic HDL slicing based fault injection methodology.

generate executed statements to use it in the next step. Fig. 2
shows executed statements for five clock cycles (C1, C2, C3,
C4, C5).
Dynamic slicing(3), as it is implemented here, includes
those statements that actually affect the value of a variable
for a particular set of inputs of the RTL so it is computed on
a given input [8]. It provides more narrow slices than static
slice and consists of only the statements that effect the value
of a variable for a given input. In a nutshell, dynamic slice is
the intersection of static slice and executed statements as in
the Fig. 2. For instance, during the time window C5, register
FF (Line 27) is not in dynamic slice meaning that we do not
need to inject fault in FF at C5 time window. Dynamic slice
gives us critical faults and eliminates those faults that are not
critical. In this way, we manage to reduce fault list by injecting
only critical faults. This provides significant speed-up in the
fault injection simulation time as each injected fault increases
total run time of fault injection campaign.
For the fault injection simulation step(4), we use Cadence®
Xcelium™ Fault Simulator. Fault injection simulation selects
critical faults from the dynamic slices, injects them at the
specified time and evaluates the fault propagation.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In order to verify the accuracy of proposed fault injection
method, we firstly integrate our methodology into Cadence
flow, then we execute our application on different designs
that are available in [9] and [10]. Table I shows the details
for both static slice which is state-of-the-art approach and
dynamic slice optimization. For the smaller chopper example,
total CPU time of overall regression is reduced to 1.2s when
compared to static slice optimizations. For the more complex
simple spi design, two-dimensional memory is selected as a
fault target. As a result, we reduce the fault list to the critical
faults and achieve 11.2 times shorter CPU time in dynamic
slice optimization.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a methodology to optimize fault injection campaigns by pruning the fault list to the critical
faults identified using a dynamic HDL slicing technique that
provides for fault list collapsing. In this way, we narrow down
the fault space and reduce execution time of fault injection
simulation campaigns. Experimental results show that we
achieve significant speed-up of the fault injection simulation
when comparing to the state-of-the-art flows.

Fig. 2. HDL slicing on a motivational example chopper [9].
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TABLE I
FAULT I NJECTION C AMPAIGN R ESULTS FOR C HOPPER AND S IMPLE SPI D ESIGNS

Design Name
Optimization type
Observation list
Fault target
Total number of injected faults
Number of detected faults
Number of undetected faults
Total CPU time of overall regression

chopper
Static Slice Dynamic Slice
tar f
F0, FF
dynamic slices
410
255
220
137
190
118
1.33s
1.2s

simple spi
Static Slice Dynamic Slice
dat o
mem[][]
dynamic slices
210080
960
1696
609
208384
351
171.5s
15.2s

